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Appendix 5 – Texas and TDCJ Budget Conundrums
www.PreciousHeart.net/Saved/Appendix-5-Budget-Conundrums.pdf

First Cut – TDCJ Summary by Brad Livingston – 1-20-11
www.PreciousHeart.net/chaplaincy/LBB-TDCJ-Recommendations-2012-13.pdf
created 1-20-12, 12:26 p.m. (see PDF’s File > Properties)

Note the date—we were up and running hard for nearly three weeks when
that was sent out. From the two-page summary at the link above, on page
two, Chaplaincy is cut while TDCJ only “reduces funding for sex offender
treatment.” Please, look at this closely, and Chaplaincy was cut without a
look at the balance sheets of service of Chaplaincy’s contributions vis-à-vis
sex treatment.

Brad Livingston’s statement is about a third of the two-page document,
essentially saying all will be worked out in the legislature. I do not
remember when I got this, but I believe it was late in February. 254 TDCJ
never sent this to the staff Chaplains, and though coming from far up the
food chain, still, it should have come from someone to us, if they really
cared about Chaplaincy or had truly considered how well Chaplains care for
Volunteers, not to mention the multiplied cost savings and that some staffer
254 When you pull up the PDF, you can go to the Acrobat tab File > Properties to see the
date “created” while “modified” was only the date it was last saved.
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would have to manage the 20,000 Volunteers and religion on the units
anyway. I apologize for not remembering who sent it to me, or if I got it
myself from OR requests, or if my legislator sent it to me. Important—no
other program got the exposure Chaplaincy did in 2011, another reason for
giving Chaplaincy its own budget line exposure, to say nothing of the data
and cost savings. The budgetary story follows, but does not make a lot of
fair, equitable sense compared to the contributions of Chaplaincy.
A. HB 1 Chaplaincy Final for 2014-15 with recap 2012-13
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^see chart www.PreciousHeart.net/Saved/Treatment_Budgets_12-13_14-15.jpg
for live access > http://sbp.lbb.state.tx.us/PublicMain.aspx

This sophisticated online access tool is a grand piece of open government.
for live access > http://sbp.lbb.state.tx.us/PublicMain.aspx

MS Excel and Access could do nearly the same for Chaplaincy and
Volunteer statistics. Every aspect of sociology has been touched but prison
Chaplaincy.
HB 1 starts in every odd year in January. Chaplaincy is within the
TREATMENT SERVICES line and not available to see, whether budgeted
or not. Only after approval in May and months later when all is posted
online can one see the breakdown online, and only online. Download the
above chart here:
www.PreciousHeart.net/Saved/Treatment_Budgets_12-13_14-15.jpg

In Fiscal Year 2011
120 TDCJ Chaplains Facilitated, Cared for 99.8% of
20,000 Volunteers in their 418,000 visits with
500,000 hours with an astounding
4,000,000 prisoners in attendance—plus
19,602 Critical Illness/Death Notices & more
from Item 5 above 255
the year they were cut and saved

255 Item 5, p.72, www.PreciousHeart.net/chaplaincy/RPD-Dunbar-08-2012.pdf.
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B. Boilerplate—TDCJ “C.2.3 Treatment” vs. Chaplaincy
www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2012-13.pdf 256

The following introduces TDCJ’s “target levels” for the
legislature’s “intent,” which are simple: Texas money should be
used in the “most efficient and effective manner possible” to
achieve the TDCJ’s mission. That might escape many as mere boilerplate,
except is the only piece repeated 163 times—not mere boilerplate—and
applies to Chaplaincy most of all, since Chaplaincy is the most costeffective of all, but was killed without analysis of its own recent
superhuman though inflated record (corrected in Item 5 above). Here is that
boilerplate-law in the TDCJ’s portion of the 1,007-page Act of Congress:
1. Performance Measure Targets. The following is a listing of the key
performance target levels for the Department of Criminal Justice. It is
the intent of the Legislature that appropriations made by this Act be
utilized in the most efficient and effective manner possible to achieve
the intended mission of the Department of Criminal Justice. In order to
achieve the objectives and service standards established by this Act, the
Department of Criminal Justice shall make every effort to attain the
following designated key performance target levels associated with each
item of appropriation. 257
163 Times to be Effective. The sentence in bold was repeated 163
times and originates from Article IX’s General Provisions, Part 6 General
Limitations on Expenditures, Sec. 6.13(a), and repeated for another 162
more times for every agency and state entity, the only sentence so repeated
that I saw, emphasizing and so ordering the “most efficient and effective
manner” performance. Look at the whole “Section 6.13(a) Performance
Rewards and Penalties” which reads as follows:
(a): “It is the intent of the Legislature that appropriations made by this
Act be utilized in the most efficient and effective manner possible to
achieve the intended mission of each state agency and institution. In
order to achieve the objectives and service standards established by this

256 See also the Legislative Budget Board www.LBB.state.tx.us and for all the budgets

for 1986 to 2015: www.LBB.state.tx.us/StateBudgetsGAA.aspx
257 See www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2012-13.pdf,
p. V14 or PDF p. 573 of 1,007 pages, where when we got Chaplaincy back.
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Act, agencies and institutions shall make every effort to attain the
designated key performance target levels associated with each item of
appropriation. (b) To support and encourage the achievement and
maintenance of these appropriated annual performance levels, continued
expenditure of any appropriations in this Act shall be contingent upon
compliance with the following provisions….” 258
That was the law repeated 163 times in HB 1 for the 2012-13 budget, it was
repeated another 163 times for the law for 2014-15, and it was repeated in
the previous budget. That certainly applies to Chaplaincy. If the State Law
Library can have its own line with funding of $1.9m for both years, $948k
each year, then Chaplaincy can too. 259 Furthermore, I debated about adding
this footnote, seeming a bit too nerdy, but then again—why not?—for it
makes the point so very clear that the Appropriations Act has one single
theme repeated verbatim 163 times—the law cannot be clearer. 260
Maybe we need to look at what is truly meant by “Section 6.13(a)
Performance Rewards and Penalties”: what does “rewards” and “penalties”
mean in this context? Who will figure that? I should not be the only one

258 Ibid., 881, Article IX. General Provisions, Part 6 General Limitations on
Expenditures, Sec. 6.13. Performance Rewards and Penalties, subsection (a) and (b).
259 Ibid., 545.
260 See
www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_201213.pdf for the 163 times on pages 18, 22, 32, 33, 38, 43, 50, 53, 57, 60, 65, 69, 75, 83, 90, 98,
100, 102, 104, 108, 112, 126, 145, 157, 173, 202, 262, 282, 285, 288, 292, 302, 320, 322,
325, 328, 331, 333, 335, 337, 339, 343, 345, 347, 350, 352, 354, 357, 359, 361, 363, 365,
367, 371, 373, 375, 376, 378, 382, 384, 386, 389, 393, 395, 397, 400, 402, 404, 405, 407,
410, 412, 414, 416, 419, 424, 427, 431, 434, 437, 442, 446, 459, 461, 462, 464, 468, 471,
474, 476, 478, 481, 484, 516, 519, 522, 523, 524, 525, 526, 527, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533,
534, 535, 537, 539, 542, 543, 545, 546, 562, 568, 573 (TDCJ), 588, 590, 592, 602, 608, 612,
624, 641, 652, 657, 669, 678, 692, 699, 702, 719, 726, 730, 733, 740, 756, 774, 777, 779,
781, 783, 784, 786, 791, 799, 800, 803, 808, 811, 814, 816, 818, 820, 822, 824, 826, 830,
833, 836, 838, lastly on 881 where the order originated. A couple of other uses were as
intriguing, as in “cost-effectiveness requirements” (252, 253), “maximize effectiveness of
limited General Revenue Funds” (309), “University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center
shall adopt appropriate measures to initiate the most cost-effective practices when delivering”
(432), and “Texas A&M University System to use the appropriations in this Act in the most
cost-effective extent with the goals of reducing administrative costs, increasing efficiencies,
and capitalizing on economies of scale” (502). We can of few for Chaplaincy, too, and have.
See www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2014-15.pdf
for the same boilerplate appears another 163 times in the smaller 992-page HB 1 Act of
Congress for 2014-15—making “efficient and effective” is the law … times 163.
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looking this in this way, and, well, the law is the law, and I challenge all to
look at rewarding Chaplaincy accordingly for its most exquisite service,
whose corrected statistics, downsized from superhuman to high-excellence,
show it to be the most cost-effective department in TDCJ.
Now we are ready to look at the TDCJ budget itself, where we cannot
find Chaplaincy in the 1,007, for it is within the single published line of
TREATMENT SERVICES. Notice how TREATMENT line is listed below
in the budget finished in 2011 for the biennium of 2012-14.
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www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2012-13.pdf

TDCJ is in Article V, Dept. of Criminal Justice (p. V.11, or PDF p. 571) for that
single line there is another section that shows “Output Volume.” Before we
look into that line, notice the “Output” projections for 2012-13 above. Now
look below at “Output” projections for a couple of prior bienniums.
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< 2000-01

< 2014-15
Notice the “Output” for the entire TREATMENT SERVICES line and for
all the five entities within that single line goes up and down in a bizarre
twist that confuses more than clarifies:
2000-01: 2,600 2002-03: 1,300 2012-13: 2,627 2014-15: 3,500

My lands that is small! What is this on sex offenders? Now let us look
inside that TREATMENT line:

Why does the “Output” in the published budget exclude all the others?
What is that? Oh, do see the full budget here:
www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2012-13.pdf
page V14 or PDF page 574 of 1,007 pages – when we got Chaplaincy back

Whatever does “Output” mean in the public line? Whatever it
means, it does not reflect the excluded four entities at all. Nor does the
“Output” even give a hint or clue or wisp of smoke that Chaplaincy even
exists or intends to accomplish a droplet of work, very much as though the
entire Chaplaincy and their precious Volunteers will do nothing!
Look closer over the course of ten years, where that “Output” volume
for TREATMENT only increased by 1,000 inmates to the squinting 3,500
today in 2015. What does this mean in the budget? Without clarity in itself,
one wonders why keep this line item at all—is that all the treatment? TDCJ
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spends $45m on 3,500 sex offenders, equaling $13,500 of “treatment” to
each for two years. That’s a tidy sum, on top of everything else the sex
offenders receive. For what? Furthermore, what of the other four groups
under Treatment.
Offensive. This “Treatment” is obscure, at best, until you see what is
actually there under the breakdown, where it gets more confusing—to us
non-expert folks anyway. On first blush, there is no outstanding bang for
your buck. When one finds out that the entire Chaplaincy with its entire
constituency of 20,000 co-laboring Volunteers was tucked away with the
sex offenders, it becomes more offensive. Even nonsense. Almost like
someone was purposely hiding Chaplaincy. But hiding the entire work of
Chaplaincy with sex offenders is offensive, counterproductive … even
distracting and hints at covert degradation.
I recall from Item 5 above how in fact Chaplaincy facilitates 99.8% of
all of TDCJ’s good Volunteers, which is just part of their magnificent story,
but at least means this:
In Fiscal Year 2011
120 TDCJ Chaplains Facilitated, Cared for 99.8% of
20,000 Volunteers in their 418,000 visits with
500,000 hours with an astounding
4,000,000 prisoners in attendance—plus
19,602 Critical Illness/Death Notices & more
from Item 5 above 261
That is a lot of documented beans and work left behind, obscured, hidden,
etc., and still does not include all of the counseling, management, serving,
caring, leadership, networking, etc.—caring—and more caring. Ah, I think
we can do better on “Output” and, if Chaplaincy is allowed to shine, it will
make TDCJ and its good board of directors look good too.
Just remember, someone attempted to assassinate 100% of Chaplaincy
in 2011, and also that it took a hard fight to recover it—never forget!
From Appendix 2 above, what number of offenders could be “targeted”
for “efficient” use of funds? 50,000? Oh well, who’s looking anyway?
While there is no place for a spreadsheet on Chaplaincy in the TDCJ budget,

261 Item 5, p.72, www.PreciousHeart.net/chaplaincy/RPD-Dunbar-08-2012.pdf.
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there is room for some “Output Volume” from Chaplaincy’s horde of stats.
What could be determined from Appendix 2? What “Output Volume” can
be ascertained from how 100+ Chaplains facilitated 20,000 Volunteers with
27,083 worship services, 124,507 Volunteer visits for a monthly average of
10,376, and more in 9,819 Volunteer Chaplains, 7,746 prisoner mentors,
502 marriage meetings, 10,008 family death messages and 35,461
counseling interviews of over 15 minutes each? What of the 1,546,055
attendance in 2004? And, when all was added up, 120 Chaplains facilitated
the attendance of 4,000,000 prisoners! What is that? But for the last 20
years, no “Output Volume” on Chaplaincy has been reported anywhere in
any meaningful way—not in any way or anywhere.
That is not merely ignorant, that is just terribly wrong!
Every which way one looks at TDCJ Chaplaincy it shines bright with
the most human dimensions of rehabilitation and transformation; that is,
when it is pulled out of the cave and put upon the public table. Chaplaincy
shines for those who believe in religion anyway and most of all for those
who believe God is alive and still works.
Chaplaincy Line Item. Compare what is actually in the Treatment
Services line item. The actual budget of “Chaplaincy” is not in any public
versions of the huge working or in the final Texas budget that starts out as
House Bill 1. There are five lines under the Treatment Services line, and
those five are not made available to the public until well after the full budget
is approved late in the year and posted online. See:
http://sbp.lbb.state.tx.us/PublicMain.aspx 262
One must navigate through the LBB’s robust and sophisticated (and a tad
complicated) online “State Budget by Program” database to open the
Treatment Services’ five line items. Take heart, the LBB will guide you, if
you email them. Further, if you look around, you’ll see items listed in “C.2”
above and below TREATMENT SERVICES that are much less important
and make much, much less of an impact upon TDCJ’s mission-critical
functions than Chaplaincy, to say nothing of cost savings.

262 After the fact, at http://sbp.lbb.state.tx.us/PublicMain.aspx, you can see inside those
line items at by going to the “Bill Section,” using the drop-down menu to choose “Final Bill”;
under “Report,” choose “Programs by Strategy” and then “Run Statewide Report.” At the
top, in 2015, chose p. 264, or otherwise navigate to C.2.3. to see full breakdown.
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The items above were pasted together from a larger spreadsheet that
contained the annual as well as the biennial totals and more.
Chaplaincy Is Not Treatment! Why is Chaplaincy inside the
“Treatment Services”? Who views religion as “treatment” when it is
voluntary? If freedom of religion means anything, it means that any kind of
coercion is counterproductive: if it is not sincere, it is useless. Religion is
not like Aspirin. Forget that such applies in all “treatment” to a degree, but
for religion it is the law and it is TDCJ policy. Nothing about Chaplaincy
should be viewed as “treatment.” Religion is a category of entitlement
above both treatment and education. Furthermore, there is no reason for
Chaplaincy to be hidden away. It is not treatment. There are other line items
of lesser dollars in the larger C.2. budget lines, and Chaplaincy should have
its own place to shine.
Common Sense. Yet for us common folks looking in from the
outside, the real quandary remains to be seen in the “Output Volume”
figures that do not make any common sense, especially when only sex
offenders are mentioned under the entire “Treatment Services” line.
Chaplaincy affects tens of thousands in many ways in its diversity of
programs. Also, common sense.
Clarity. What of the Classification Case Managers? Surely Treatment
Services is not merely meant to be a catch-all for things one does not know
what to do with—certainly not. Surely the great state of Texas has meaning
behind this $45m line item. Yet, it is clear that the “Output Volume” in
C.2.3 does not mean a thing to anyone. These are beans without a crockpot.
Most of the “Output Volumes” do not mean anything much to anyone. This
is part of a biennial $211 billion budget in 2015—the 21st century—in
Texas—and of all things output should be clear to most normal citizens.
Shining Star. Still, the 100-plus staff Chaplains in the $8m biennial
budget is a pittance compared to the kind of services the Chaplains facilitate
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with Volunteers. Yet, when we talk about the nature of the TDCJ budget,
the Output Volumes are indicators of how Texas citizens’ monies are
claimed to be used in a “most efficient and effective manner possible,” then,
line C.2.3 actually covers up Chaplaincy, a shining star of both effective
programing, huge cost savings the common person can see, and in
extraordinary contributions to every mission-critical function of the agency.
Let Shine Chaplaincy. No other department deserves its own
public line item like Chaplaincy (C.2), for there is no better bang for one’s
buck. Chaplains do facilitate religion and religious Volunteers, together colaboring in religion with the greatest source for change in human history and
in TDCJ. With Christianity at the top.
Honesty. Yet, there is more. It is more honest and transparent. The
testimony of 2011 proved that a hundredfold: no other department under
$5m a year got such support in 2011 uptown in Austin. Nuff said? If
Chaplaincy had its own line in this TDCJ C.2 group, then everyone of
thousands of constituents could follow it from the first LBB presentation in
January. That would alleviate a lot of worry for thousands of good Texas
citizens, including those who Volunteer and the families of so many
thousands of prisoners.
Regardless that few will ever look—really—except perhaps a few
Chaplains, the issue is that anyone concerned could look at the funding of
this most public part of TDCJ. Invisibility does not service anyone. Being
transparent on Chaplaincy would also help all those looking at the C.2 line
and whatever splendid “Output Level” TDCJ would conceive—and it is
time to conceive something.
Heart. I’d like to think of Chaplaincy as the heart of TDCJ, even the
soul of TDCJ. I agree with Rabbi David Goldstein, TDCJ contract Chaplain
for Jewish affairs, who testified before the Senate Finance Committee on
February 21 at its public hearing that Chaplaincy is the soul of TDCJ and “a
Body without a Soul is dead meat.” 263 Hardly any other department
could get support like Chaplaincy did in 2011. God forbid that it would ever
be needed again. Nevertheless, because of the fight in 2011, let the people
see the heart of TDCJ—Chaplaincy—as it goes through the legislative
budget process.
263 See www.ChabadOutreach.org, for Chabad Outreach Jewish Inmate Services.
See www.PreciousHeart.net/pdf/Save_Chaplaincy_Up-Date_22_2-22-11.pdf, pg. 3.
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Output?—let’s figure it. Not figuring is irresponsible. Vision is good.
Powerful Texas Interest. Transparency on faith is a powerful
Texas interest and predominate constituent value. None of the other four
C.2.3 items would be missed as much, as needful as they are, but if push
came to shove—show the fight card and compare the balance sheets. Show
what Chaplaincy has done and accomplished, guess on the immeasurable.
Thousands of Texas citizens have a far greater interest in Chaplaincy’s
survival and belief in Chaplaincy’s efficacy, far, far more than those
thousands believe in or even understand the efficacy of the other four items
in the “Treatment Services” line.
Ah … Texas values Chaplaincy and religion more than sex offenders,
though, truth be told, Chaplaincy helps them, too—yes, it does.
Clearest? Look at all five—who can avoid seeing a disparate
hodgepodge, three of which hardly qualify as “Treatment” of anything.
Goodness, “Treatment” ought to be the clearest of all!
Chaplaincy Line Item. Change the budget renditions, where all of
Texas can see the vast cost savings of its mere 100-plus Chaplains in its farreaching diversity of programs. Let it have its own line item straight out of
the LBB’s first offerings in January with a few of its “Output Volumes” to
shine. Should anyone ever “zero budget” again, at least it will be front and
center and not hidden away in the dark. Yet, on the other hand, with
Chaplaincy’s star shining so brilliantly for so little cost and with its work
measures out in the open, who would want to zero budget?
Chaplaincy’s gargantuan statistics can make TDCJ itself shine like a
$50 Golden Eagle coin. Rare and worth much more than its face value.
Chaplaincy should have its own line item for the value so well proven in
2011 and intuitively, and once again, in that it does facilitate the greatest
source for change in human history—religion. In Texas, nearly everyone
values religion, and there ought to be someone on staff that champions the
value cherished by nearly everyone in Texas.
Notice in FULL Budget available in PDF
See the Legislative Budget Board www.LBB.state.tx.us
All budgets 1986 to 2015: www.LBB.state.tx.us/StateBudgetsGAA.aspx
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C. 2012-13 Texas Budget—Whole Enchilada
www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2012-13.pdf
when we got Chaplaincy back

The $173B budget was signed on May 26, 2011 (signed by Perry
on July 19) and is 1,007 pages long. Once downloaded, you can
save it to your laptop. Article V: Public Safety and Criminal Justice is
$9.8B, composed of 15 lines. Within Article V, TDCJ is third, pages V1126, or PDF page 571-586, and C.2.3 Treatment Service line is on page V14
or PDF page 574.
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D. Texas and TDCJ Budget Documents Online
1. Texas Budgets – Open Government at Its Best!
Legislative Budget Board: www.LBB.state.tx.us
All the full budgets are available in downloadable PDFs, as in the 1,007-page 201415 budget. TDCJ Chaplaincy is within the TREATMENT SERVICES line and not
present. One has to go online to see the breakdown of TREATMENT SERVICES
at the LBB’s sophisticated http://sbp.lbb.state.tx.us/PublicMain.aspx – seen on
next page.
See the full Texas Budget for each Biennium below
See Texas budgets 1986 to 2015: www.LBB.state.tx.us/StateBudgetsGAA.aspx
www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2014-15.pdf
www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2012-13.pdf

^ where Chaplaincy was deleted in Jan. 2011, and saved in March 2011 ^

www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2010-11.pdf
www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2008-09.pdf

^ where I led the reinstatement of 25 Chaplains not previously budgeted ^

www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2006-07.pdf
www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2004-05.pdf
www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2002-03.pdf

^ where TDCJ cut 1/3 or 60 Chaplains from budget ^

www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2000-01.pdf

^ where Chaplain Professional Equity got first pay-group raise in 40+ years ^

www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_1998-99.pdf
www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_1996-97.pdf

For complete access to FULL parts of EACH budget line see
http://sbp.lbb.state.tx.us/PublicMain.aspx
TDCJ TREATMENT SERVICES given on following page
see Appendix 5.B.1 for detailed instructions
A Guide to How the Budget Process Works in Texas - a downloadable PDF
www.Senate.state.tx.us/SRC/pdf/Budget101WebsiteSecured_2013.pdf
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2. 2000-01 FY TDCJ Budget – Treatment – Output
Budget finished in 1999 for the biennium of 2001-02, which for TDCJ is in Article
V, Dept. of Criminal Justice, p. V.9, or pdf p. 508:
www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2000-01.pdf

3. 2002-03 FY TDCJ Budget – Treatment – Output
Budget finished in 2001 for the biennium of 2002-03, which for TDCJ is in Article
V, Dept. of Criminal Justice, p. V.9, or pdf p. 508:
www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2002-03.pdf
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4. 2012-13 FY TDCJ Budget – Treatment – Output Context
Budget finished in 2011 for the biennium of 2012-14, which for TDCJ is in Article
V, Dept. of Criminal Justice, p. V.11, or PDF p. 571:
www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2012-13.pdf
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5. 2014-15 FY TDCJ Budget – Treatment – Output Context
Budget finished in 2013 for the biennium of 2014-15, which for TDCJ is in Article
V, Dept. of Criminal Justice, p. V.5, or pdf p. 588:
www.LBB.state.tx.us/Documents/GAA/General_Appropriations_Act_2014-15.pdf
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6. 2016-17 FY TDCJ Budget offered by LBB in January 2015—
Treatment Context
Working Budget by LBB in January 2015 for biennium of 2016-17, for TDCJ is in
Article V, Dept. of Criminal Justice, p. V.5, or pdf p. 595—accessed 5-14-1515:
www.Capitol.state.tx.us/tlodocs/84R/billtext/pdf/HB00001I.pdf#navpanes=0
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7. 2009-13 – TDCJ Statistics on Prisoners as Reported

source: http://bapm.lbb.state.tx.us/main.aspx?FiscalYear=2013
this web page hosts statistical charts for 2009-13 on several groups like:
approx. # of prisoners
 11,000
 5-6,000
 2-4,500
 79-88,000
 94-100,000

............
.............
.............
.............
.............

in contract prisons
in industry
sex offender counseling
under parole supervision
parole cases considered

Put Chaplaincy’s statistics up—Why Not? Compare the balance sheet

on Chaplaincy statistics in the most cost-effective department in the Texas
budget and in TDCJ—let outstanding performance shine. See Appendix 2.
D. Non-expert Budget Conclusions –
Make Chaplaincy Its Own Line Item
I believe the TDCJ budget presentation can be improved, and I am not
convinced that its growth over the last ten years by over $1 billion dollars is
entirely justified. Regardless, Chaplaincy deserves a pride of place, at least
its own C.2 line item, so good people can track it if they wish. Where is the
Program Division seen? Where is the rehabilitation side of TDCJ’s mission
in the budget? Regardless, there is a way to present Chaplaincy’s “Output
Volume” from its horde of hitherto unseen yet outstanding work measures,
not the least of which is its honorable love in facilitating some of the finest
super-achieving Volunteers in Texas, all together facilitating the greatest
source for change in human history—Religion! … It’s called VISION.
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In Fiscal Year 2011
120 TDCJ Chaplains Facilitated, Cared for 99.8% of
20,000 Volunteers in their 418,000 visits with
500,000 hours with an astounding
4,000,000 prisoners in attendance—plus
19,602 Critical Illness/Death Notices & more
from Item 5 above 1
the year they were cut and saved

Regarding this precious and immeasurably valuable record—a treasure—TDCJ staff
Chaplains have been in the center of that miracle of human transformation for over a
century as they help and facilitate and love Volunteers, helping all persons in the Vital
Issues of life, laboring with the Volunteers to minister and care for all inside the prison,
even of all faiths, with Christianity by a whopping margin, in that most exquisite of
enterprises in Care for the Soul while facilitating the greatest resource for change in
human history—religion.
Is Chaplain Professional Equity too much ask for these few humble servants?

Support www.Chapel o f H ope.org

1 Item 5, p.72, www.PreciousHeart.net/chaplaincy/RPD-Dunbar-08-2012.pdf.

